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Fairfield University, Fairfield, Connecticut

February 2 I, 1968

Two Seniors Designated
By Wilson Foundation
Seniors Daniel M. Loch and Lance P. Nadeau are among 1,124 students who
have been designated by the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation as among the
best future college teacher prospects on the continent. The English Literature and
Philosophy majors, respectively, were notified of their honor Monday, in an announcement made by Dr. Gerard McDonald, Chairman of the Graduate Scholarship
Committee.
Program Change

Charles Coviello arid Donald Mdnerney discuss a point of the
reprimand bill at a tense moment at the Legislature Meeting,
while Kevin Cosgriff listens intently.

This marks a change in the
Foundation's program. In the
last ten years, with funds from
the Ford Foundation amounting to $52 million, the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship has
awarded direct grants to approximately 1,000 American

Future Work ofPresident
Given Vote of Confidence
By JOHN BRENNAN

In a complete reversal of sentiment, the Student Government Legislature defeated a reprimand
measure and a resolution condemning the President as virtually ineffective. Instead, in a special session broadcast by WVOF last Wednesday evening Mr. Bocchini was given a vote of confidence for
his work in the future. The special session was called at the request of President Bocchini to answer
questions raised about the freshman rebate bill and the financial dealings of Mardi Gras committee.
/Reprehensible Crime

A resolution was introduced
by Representative James Cunningham to strip President Bocchini of his executive power because he "committed a most
reprehensible crime both against
this legislature and the entire
student association," in his dealings with the government funds.
In the debate that followed Ger·

aId Salamone stated that the
"legislature has no right to
judge on the legality of the
President's actions" and the
"only one" to make this judgment would be the court. Mr.
Salamone also reminded the
legislature that the President
"has committed no crime until
he is found guilty." The motion

Petitions Due Today
For
Elections
Petitions are due today at 4:00 in the Student Government
Office for legislative and executive positions in the Government.
In the executive branch of the Government, positions include
President, Vice-President, and Treasurer. The final election is
scheduled for Wednesday, March 6, with any necessary Primary
Elections slated for February 28.
Legislative Positions

The following legislative positions are open: Class of 1969:
- 9 on-campus, 1 off-campus,
and 3 day-hop; Class of 1970
- 10· on-campus, 1 off-campus,
3 day-hop and 1 at-large; Class
of 1971 - 11 on-campus, 3 dayhop, and 1 at-large.

All candidates must be Fair·
field University students for two
consecutive semesters prior to
election and must be free of
academic deficiency. Candidates
for Student Government Presi·
dent must be of the Class of
1969, Vice·President of the class
of 1970, and Treasurer from
either the Class of 1969 or 1970.
Campaigns

HELP WANTED
There are still unfilled positi·ons available in
all departments of THE
STAG. Anyone interested should sign-up in
.THE STAG office from
3:00 to 4:00 on Wednesday or Thursday.

In announcing the elections,
the Student Government stated
that, "Campaigns may begin as
soon as nominations are closed.
All candidates and their supporters are subject to University regulations on posters and to
any other regulation that applies."

to place the resolution on the
agenda failed to attain the necessary two-thirds majority and
was defeated.
Mr. Bocchini then came be·
fore the legislature to explain
his actions concerning the f:esh·
man rebate bill. He emphasized
that due "to the more pressing
matter of change of dress reg·
uIations" and "great eftort and
a lot of time by members of the
executive board," they were un·
able to have this matter placed
on the Administrative Board
agenda for the month of Jan·
uary. He explained that any
measure such as this needs the
approval of the Admini.strative
Board. However, President Boc·
chini stated that Mr. Griffin has
promised to bring this bill in
front of the Board and that a
settlement wouId be reached
. upon consideration of the in·
conveniences to the freshman
and the financial condition ()f
the University.
SS,800

President Bocchini then asked
that the Chairmen of Mardi
Gras committee, John Tabellione and Tony Labesky, the
treasurer, Jack Higgins, the
ticket manager Jay Crane and
the Student Government moderator, Mr. Leo Fay, S.J., '''to
come up and explain the situation leading up to the expenditure of the twenty-five hundred
dollars in question." Mr. Higgins proceeded to give a financial report of the Mardi Gras
.committee, b11t said he was "dis·
gusted" by the events which he
saw taking pl8.ce in the legislaContinued on Page 9

and Canadian students annually
to support their first year of
graduate study.
"Now our major role is to
identify for graduate departments those students who in our
view have the best potential for
college teaching," said Sir Hugh
Taylor, president of the Foun·
dation, . in . announcing . the
names of the Woodrow Wilson
Designates. "This year's Desig.
nates are as distinguished and
carefully selected a group as
last year's Fellows. We hope
all of them will receive assist.
ance from graduate schools
or from federal or other fel,
lowship programs."
Regional Committee

Fifteen regional committees
made up of members of the
academic profession selected
the 1,124 Woodrow Wilson Designates out of a total of 11,682
who had been nominated by
their college professors.
Process Stag·es

The selection involved several stages: 1. The initial nomination by a faculty member; 2.
An invitation to the nominees
to submit credentials, including
college transcripts, letters of
recommendation and a 1,000word statement of their intel~
lectual interests; 3. Committee'
reading of dossiers and selection of the strongest candidates
in each group; 4. Interviews by
the committee of the top candidates; 5. Selection by quota
(based on the proportion of
liberal arts degrees awarded
by colleges in each region) of
Woodrow Wilson Designates
and those to be given Honorable Mention.
Past Wooidrow Wilson Fellows
at Fairfield have come from the
Departments of Mathematics,
Modern Languages, Philosophy,
and English. Dr. McDonald be·
lieves that "if other departments
promoted their best men more,
they too could produce Fellows."

Fairfield To "Vote"
In National Election
On April 24, 1968, Fairfield students will be able to vote for
the presidential candidate of their choice, in conjunction with
CHOICE '68, a nationwide college election sponsored by TIME
magazine. A committee headed by Emil Canning will organize the
election machine on campus, publicize the event locally, and
regulate the election to see that it is run properly.
Rtm By Students

TIME Magazine has agreed to
underwrite the cost of the national organization and administration of CHOICE '68 The program will be run by students,
however, and all decisions regarding the election will be
made by the student coordinating committee.
The ballot for the election
will be structured to allow for
the fullest and widest possible
expression of opinion. The voter
will indicate his age and politi·
cal party affiliations or preference (Democrat, Republican,
Independent, Third Party, or
none). The Presidential candi·
dates will be grouped by party,
but students will be ailowed to
cross party lines.
Three Choices

Voters will indicate three
choices for President; the first
choice will be the only one used
in the actual primary tabulation, the second and third
chQices will be used for pur-

poses of statistical analysis.
There will be three referenda
issues, each with four to six
possible responses covering a
broad spectrum of opinion. Immediately following the voting,
ballots will be sent to computer
center for tabulation.
Promotional Material

The National Office for
CHOICE '68 will provide promotional material to publicize the
Primary on campus and weekly
press releases to be used by
THE STAG with information
on Presidential candidates and
their activities on the campuses.
Information on the various candidates and the addresses of
their campaign headquarters
will be provided so that students might send for promotional materials if they are interested in supporting a particular
candidate.
The Board of Directors of
CHOICE '68 in announcing the
election, stated that, "It is our
Continued on Page 9
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Call1pus News
SCHOOL BAND
Anyone interested in joining
a school band to play at basketball games etc. are asked to
contact Kevin Murphy in Gonzaga 225. Mr. Heath has promised to moderate the band if
there is sufficient student response.

• • •

I
I

I

AAUP
In their meeting of February
7, 1968, the Fairfield chapter
of the American Association of
Univeri ty Professors elected the
following officers: Rev. Robert
E. Varnerin, S.J., President; Mr.
William Parker, Vice President;
Mr. Richard Regan, Treasurer;
and Dr. William Garrity, Secretary.
The AAUP is a professional
society of professors and has
been actively promoting profes"
sional motivation for both its
members and their universities
While the AAUP gains its
greatest publicity at times of
controversy, such as the St.
John's affair, its main contribution has been in articulating
and formulating professional
goals for the educator.
The AAUP chapter at Fairfield was founded a number of
years ago and at -the present
time has a membership of over
forty faculty members.

• • •

BELLARMINE SERIES
The Bellarmine Series Committee is looking for desires and
suggestions from both faculty
and students for next year's
program.
Comments are also requested
on the following ideas: 1 L A
panel discussion on films 2) a
lecture on "Church-State Relations Today i.n America" 3) a
lecture on "Academic Freedom
in a Church-Related Schoo!."
Comments should be dropped
in the Campus mail to Mrs.
Au d r e y .Thompson, Special
Events, Campion Hall or given
to Mrs. Marion Medve in the
Campus Center office for Mrs.
Thompson.

• • •

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
The Connecticut Alpha Epsilon Delta Chapter, an Inter-

national Premedical Honor Society, expects to send a large
number of delegates to the Region I session of the 17th annual convention to be held 3.t
Pennsylvania State University from April 18 to 20.
The officers of the Connecticut Alpha Chapter, installed on
campus in 1963, are: John W.
Zamarra. President; Kevin C.
Looser, Vice-Presidnt; Gregory
E. Rauscher, Secretary; Neil F.
Cannon, Treasurer; Lawrence
J. Cannon, Scapel Reporter;
Daniel M. Hayes, Historian;
and Dr. Donald Ross, Moderator, Chairman of the Biology
Department at Fairfield University.

February 21. 1968

Bringing Civil Rights
To White Community
By DAVID BURROUGHS
(ED. NOTE: This is the first in a series concerning the many social action groups on campus.)
The Youth Interracial C01Dlcil (YlC), a fairly new organization on campus, has overcome early
resistence to its movement anld is now functioning as an effective social action group.
Resistance
Last year, "indifference of nition would be support of an project is the Traveling Pane!.
the student body in general and organization that espoused a This "kick off" panel, as Mr.
Bianchi noted, tries to reach
mistrust by the administration" position not generally held social
mixing,
integration
and
white
adults. and students in
were a major part of the probthis area.
lem of organizing the Youth racial marriage."
Bill Luddy, Chairman of the
Interracial Council, according
There are 55 to 100 members
to Jim Defronzo, one of the Executive Board, and Jim De- in YIC. The governing board is
YIC leaders. "Certain power fronzo, head of the Panel proj- made up of the heads of the
people in the Student Govern- ect, continued operating for
various projects with an elected
ment and the newspaper actu- months despite this sort of op- Chairman and Secretary and an
ally resisted the YIC in its at- position. Both men felt, how- appointed treasurer.
tempt at formal recognition." ever, that the opposition could
Recruitment Program
The resistors "felt that recog- be traced to a lack of understanding of what the group was
The organization, though uniall about.
que in the area, is taking root
in the neighboring colleges.
Unique Intention
Next year the membership will
The unique intention of this
continue the work without a
social action group is an enmarked loss of experienced men.
deavor to mobilize the middle
and working dass segments of This factor, along with the
measured change in attitude
the population of Fairfield and
Westchester counties to help due to success of the group and
solve the social problems of the fear of the past riots, has
!!trengthened the certainty of a
cities.
successful recruitment program
Mr. Ronald Bianchi, who. as which is to begin in March.
the moderator of the group, has
Today this o"ganization is
probably done the most work
moving along at a slow pace,
to get this group recognized,
emphasized that "the greatest due not so much to political or
advantage of the YIC is that it social problems, but to economic
brings the Civil Rights question blocks. This past semester YIC
was granted $300 by the Student
into the White Community, besides dealing with 'priority Government. Yet most, if not
all of the money, goes to transpeople' (underprivileged persons)." This involves education portation, the rest of the finby bringing about a more factu- ances coming from the pockets
of the members. The situation
al outlook for evaluating the sitonly mirrors the national scene
Arthur Higbee
uation and recruitment of work- lack of funds for a program
ers to serve on social service
Press International for fourteen
projecfs in the area. "To bridge that has the general welfare of
years. .He served as overnight the ever-widening gap between the Nation in mind.

Arab Ajter11lath Talk
By Newsweek Editor
Arthur Higbee, an associate
editor in "Newsweek" magazine's Periscope section, will
discuss the "Arab Aftermath"
in the Campus Center Oak
Room, this Monday, February
26 at 8 p.m. The lecture, sponsored by the University's International Relations Club, is being
held in cooperation with the
"Newsweek on Campus" service to colleges and uinversities.
International Department
Mr. Higbee, who lives in Westport, first joined the news magazine as an associate editor in
the International department.
This was followed by an assigr..ment as Middle East correspondent based in Beirut. While
there, he covered the fall of the
French Fourth Republic and the
rise of the Fifth; the Algerian
war; and the Congo crisis where
he was the last correspondent
to interview Patrice Lumum ba
before the Premier escaped.
After his two years in the Middle East, Mr. Higbee returned
to New York in 1967 to assume
his present position..
UPI Reporter
Before coming to Newsweek,
Mr. Higbee was with United

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
1227 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD (Opp. Ald. Post Office)
Now pick up on Wednesday & Friday and delivers on
Friday & Wednesday
Downstairs Loyola Hall

cables editor in New York, as
Asia division news editor, and
as Middle East Manager, based
in Cairo, from where he also
covered the Congo and West
Africa. He also served in UPI's
Paris bureau. first as news edi·tor and then as the bureau chief
and from 1953 to 1966 Higbee
was a reporter in the London
bureau. He began his 'career
with UPI as a reporter in Detroit. From 1949 to 1950 he was
a reporter with the Port Huron
(Mich.) Times Herald.
A native of Chicago, Mr. Higbee was graduated from the
University of Michigan in 1£49
with an A.B. degree in histOI~"
He served in the U.S. Navy
from 1944 to 1946 as a RadioIDan 3rd class. He is a member
of the Overseas Press Club and
Sigma Delta Chi.

suburb and ghetto" is the business of the YIC.
Projects
One of the projects initiated
to attempt this bridging is the
Harlem Street Academy, which
in partnership with the National Urban League, holds classes
for Harlem high school dropouts to help them return to
school and then go on to college.
In conjunction with the College
of New Rochelle, the YIC runs
a Community Center in Port
Chester. There is also a tutoring program in Bridgeport and
a Film Seminar to educate
members and non - members
alike. Perhaps the most unique

Why Go On'
And why do all this? Why
go on? "Some act out of a religious commitment or humanism - though most reasons are
religious; and some, for fear,
fear of what's going to happen
if something isn't done now -,
something which should have
started 10 years ago. If there
was a miracle of commitment
of the majority of Americans,
perhaps there would be hope;
as Congress rejects Soc i a 1
Legislation, it becomes hard to
take a stand and do something
about it. But if you can stop
what's going to happen in the
summer, then it's worth it."

Student 'Court

THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM· TOO!

GREEN COMET I BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
DINER
"TOPS IN TOWN"
90 Kings Highway Cutoff

Kings Highway, Rte. IA
Exit 24 Connecticut Turnpike

Fairfield, Conn.

367-+404

368-9471
T.ke Connecticut Thruway

A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES

Exits 23 or 24

Just 5 Minutes from Campus

Sets Preeedent
In recent, precedent-setting
Student Court action, a member of the Cheerleaders who·
didn't have his activity card
was fined $25.00 and suspended
as a cheerlader.
Precedent Set
In announcing the decision,
Court Justice Pat McCormack
said that the tine was suspended because, "the law was .ambiguous and because of past
tradition. However, he noter'!
that the precedent has been set,
that "any clubs subsidized by
the Student Government are responsible to see that all club
members have their activities
fees paid."

Men

0'

on the move

Fairfield

apply:
Henry A. McGinnis, Ph.D., ACSW
1130 N. E. 2nd Avenue
Miami Shores, Florida
33161
Box M

...•.,.
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Gov't Interest Stimulated
By Collegiate Legislature
"
By COLIN KILEY
Fairfield University is planning to send a delegation of twenty members to
the convention held by the Connecticut Int~rcollegiate State Legislature (CILS),
on ~arch 7, 8, an~ 9. In the past, ConnectIcu~ colleges such as Yale, Trinity, UniversIty of ConnectIcut College, and St. Joseph s have actually had the bills which
they proposed at the convention made sta te law. The convention is thE.'- culmination
of all the work and research done by the schools during the year.

Sen'ttor Eugene l\fcCarth)", candidate for Democratic presi.
dential nomination.

CISL Activities
When questioned about the
functions of CISL, Mike Janson, a senior officer in Fairfield's CISL" answered that
"CISL tries to stimulate further
interest in government and offer experience necessary to

Democratic Party Called
'Johnson's Mouthpiece'
By DAVID J. DZUEC, Jr.
Last Saturday night before the largest political mass meeting ever held in Fairfield county, Senator Eugene McCarthy (DFL-Minn.) said that the Democratic National Committee has "been stripped of all its essential functions under the Johnson
administration and turned into no more than a mouthpiece for the administration. "
MeanJngless Party
A candidate for the Democratic prf'sidential nomination,
Senator McCarthy said in Westport that "a political party is
not something which can be
personalized.
. it is not
somethin~ which belongs to the
President of the United States."
He called the party almost
"meaningless" and that it can
no longer' have any claim upon,
the Democrats of this country.
However, he noted that his
stand is not disloyal to the
Democratic party; he feels that
it is his duty to effect reforms.
Senator McCarthy is a dove
on the Vietnam issue but says
that he -is definitely not for
"peace at any price." He is for
an honorable, rational, and political solution to the war. In
Saturday night's speech, however, he did not propose any
definite -solutions for peace in
Vietnam.
Draft Card BUTners
In a press conference beforehand, Senator McCarthy was
asked to comment on the draft
card burners. He simply replied, "I'm not much for draft
card burning."
When the question of the cancellation of graduate student deferments- was put to him, he
said that it was solely within
the jurisdiction of the draft
board. He commented further
and said that it would be a
"gross iniquity" to draft college

ACKLEY'S ATLANTIC
SERVICE STATION
Cor. Post Road
and South Benson
Fairfield, Conn.
Phone 259-6472
For Road Service
Tune-Up Is Our Specialty
TRIPLE A
SERVICE

.

undergraduate students.
18·Year·Old Vote
The question of the eighteen
year old vote was also raised.
Sen. IVlcCarthy ;replied that it.
would be here in "a few years."

After his speech, Senator McCarthy left to continue his campaign. He said that he would
spend some ,time ,in the next
few weeks in Minnesota, hii
home ,state, and Wisconsir...

New Dorm Move
Set For March
By PATRICK K. LONG
It now appears that the move

to the new dorm will not be
for another week and a half to
two weeks. The whole situatiou
hmges on the completion of the
elevator and the work of labor·
ers to_ clean up~ the dorm." Mr.
John Dunigan, Consulting En·
gineer for the University, said
that he hesitated. on giving an
exact date because, "The con·
tractor has given us so many
dates, that' it is laughabif',
laughable for' everyone except
the students."
,
Elevator
In regard to the elevator, Mr.
Dunigan commented that "It
should be completed by the end
of the week. The controls are
completed, the hoistway doors
are almost completed, and work
should soon begin on assembling of the cab." The elevator
is an important key to the occupation of the dorm because
without the elevator the furniture car'not be moved into the
rooms.
Concerning the r e c e n t I Y
ended strike, Mr. Dunigan said
that, "It wasn't a wage dispute,

practical understanding of political activities of the general
assembly concerning contemporary state of affairs." Mr. Janson added that although the organization has not received too
much publicity here on campus,
when the state convention is
held in March all the major
newspapers in the area will give
it wide coverage.
Mr. Janson in explaining the
workings of CISL said that
basically it is structured in the
same way as the State Legislature having both a Senate apd
a Rous a . Schools throughout the
Connecticut area submit their
proposed bills to each other in
January. Each school then concentrates on researching the
other's bilI. The proposed bills
are debated at the Convention
and, if passed by both the CISL
;)('I"ate and House, are sent to
the governor_ From here the
proposed bills are submitted to
the 'State Legislature and if
passed, they become actual state
laws.

it- -,yas

a jurisdictional dispute."
The strike arose over the use
of window washers who were
of a different, union than th'e
Bridgeport laborers, and. as ,a,
result of this, - all the laborers
walked off the job. Mr. Dunigan
noted, That because of the
strike, the contractor had lost
many of his laborers and that
it would take him a few days
to obtain other workers.
3 or 4 Days
Once the e I e vat 0 I' is
com pIe ted, Mr. Dunigan
estimated th'at it would take
"three of four days" to move
the furniture in and get the
dorm ready for occupation.
However, it was indicated that
someone in authority would
have to decide just how many
inconveniences the students will
be able to put up with. before
any move to the new dorm can
t'lke _place.
Some of the inconVEniEnces
which the students moving into
the dorm are likely to incur are
uncompleted lounges, noise from
construction going on on lower
floors, and lack of a CEnter
stairway. It was mentioned
however, that these inconveniences are minor compared to
those of having to live three ip.
a room, as is presently the case
for freshmen.
Student Attitude
In conclusion, Mr. Dunigan
indicated that he was "vcry
happy with the attitude of the
students." He said that he was
trying everything in his power
to get the dorm. ready for occupation as soon as possible.
In a tour taken of the fourth
floor, it was obvious that the
rooms are almost ready for oc-cupancy. The tile is laid. th(

ent Fairfield' juniors.
Another focal point of the
three-day convention is the election of majority leaders in the
Senate and the House. Mike Janson is a candidate for majority
leader'in the house. As last
year's bill chairman, he was
successful in having a bill 'passed for Albertus Magnus.
When questioned about his
chances of bdng elected, Mr.
Janson said that, "if a vote was
taken now, the outcome of the
election would be close. Although I am running against a
competent individual, I do not
think it will be a runaway for
either myself or my opponent."
Mr. Janson stated further that
the outcome of the election depends not only on the candidate's thorough knowledge of
Robert's Rules of Order, but on
his ability to convince the delegates that he is the best man
for the position.
Meeting Tomorrow
Anyone interested in joining
CISL should attend a meeting
to be held tomorrow. Mr. Jan-'
son said that "I would encourage anyone to attend despite
the fact that it is late in the
year. The challenge of confronting the best people each
school has to offer is a central
point in this activity. This
should encourage even those
who are not considering political careers to attend.

Weekend C011l11littee
Predicts $3800 Debt
By GEORGE BRITTON
John Higgins, Financial Committee chairman for the Mardi
Gras weekend, gave a sketchy
financial statement to the Student Government at its meeting
last Wednesday night. The purpose of the statement given cy
Mr. Higgins was to explain why
the Mardi Gras financial committee now finds itself approximately $3,800 in debt to the
Student Government.
Emergency Situation
Mr. Higgins said that the fin·
ancial report "i"l not accurate, it
can't be accurate for several
weeks, perhaps several months,"
as all the bills have not yet
come in. The Mardi Gras Debt
to the Student Government was
incurred as a result of an
"emergency situation." Higgins
explained that, according to a
pre·signed contract, the Mardi
base board is down, painting is
completed, and mirrors, desks
and closets are installed. All
that is needed is that the floors
be cleaned and waxed, the windows be washed and screens
hung, and furniture moved in.
One of the workmen indicated
that, "The first week in March
looks likf' a good date."

Gras Committee was obliged to
pay the Mitch Ryder Revue in
advance and since not enough
pre·concert tickets were sold to
cover the payment, he felt that
the Financial Committee could
not handle the situation on its
own.
The Student Government gave
to the Mardi Gras Financial
Committee $2,500, plus an additional $1,209.88 to insure the
weekend against a law suit by
the Mitch Ryder Revue for nop-payment. Mr. Higgins said he
has in his possession $730 at
present. and expects an additional $200. He also said in referring
to unpaid bills, that "a financial
report will come out as soon as
these facts come in."
Final Debt
Higgins originally estimated
the Mardi Gras debt to be about
$4,400. James Maggenheimer
corrected this by pointing out
that the Mardi Gras did not owe
the Student Government an initial $530 grant for the weekend,
thus reducing the debt to the approximate sum of $3,800. Higgins forsees a final debt _to the
Government "in the neighborhood of $100 to $150, possibly
$200." He disclosed no details
as to how or when the debt
would be repaid.

THE
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N!ew Yark Bound
By JOSEPH DECRESCE
Recently I went to Boston College to visit my brother. Maybe
I'm just a naive boy from the swamps of New Jersey but I was
truly startled. It wasn't the size or the girls on campus that was
j}e shocker. No, these things, .both big and feminine I'd seen
Oeeting before at Fairfield. Rather it was tne feeling that even
the Freshmen were being treated as men: They could come and
leave as they wanted and study or sit and doodle with almost
total freedom. More than startled, I should say I was envious because of the restrictions imposed on me by my school. Perhaps I
would have shrugged it off as another example of Fairfield's attitude toward young men if I hadn't spoken to the prefects on the
floor about their system. Both expressed the hope that Faimeld
would outgrow its present attitude towards the "boys." I got the
impression that they highly respected the students' sense of judg~
ment and responsibility. Beyond this, I understood that they sincerely feel this to be the only way to treat young m~n.
.

Best-Selling Art Form

movement grew to include reproductions of posters mainly
.Not too many years ago; in designed for purposes of adw.!rthe pre-McLuhan days of TV,' tising. This led to the designing
viewers were subjected to thi? of posters along artistic lines.
sight of a rather stern, middle- An example of this is the com·
mission given to Marc Chagall
aged matron assaulting her rroto design the poster for the
ther for intruding upon her openiIig of the Metropolitan
culinary realm. The exact man· Opera House at Lincoln Center.
ner of the assault was an agNow artistically-geared postgravated cry, "Mother, please!
I'd rather do it inyself!"The ers surpass photo-posters in
commercial, and many others popularity and in sales. This
like it, 'soon became the sub· poster revival has led to an
ject of countless skits and sat- exhibit at the Museum of
ir-es. The people on Madison Modern Art entitled "Word and
All the way back to school on Monday afternoon, I thought Avenue began to realize that Image: Posters and Typograenviously of the environment at B.C. But, as I write this colurim, the p'u b I ic was intelligent phy from the Graphic Design
I can't help thinking that a system such as they have, and as enough to recognize bad adver- Collection of the Museum," now
many of us on campus have advocated, does have some inherent tising when it saw it. Madison through March 10.
The exhibit contains posters
dangers. I would hate to see the pendulum swing too far in the Avenue slowly began to prQ'
from the mid-nineteenth century
direction opposite to paternalism. Certainly no one on campus duce intelligent advertising.
to psychedelic works of today.
would like to see Fail'field turn into another Stoney Brook. I'm
Soon an equally startling phe- Especially interesting are the
not attempting to justify the system as we now have it. We all
in til'" works of art nouveau on disknow, or at least sense, that conditions could be a lot better than nomenon followed America of the cultural "ex- play. Masters such as Toulousethey' ate, if the present set of restrictions were at least loosened.
plosion," folk and rock music Lautrec and Mucha are repreIn my dealings with the school authorities, I sometimes get· became acceptable as ar.. art sented by their pieces for thf.!
the impression that our (esteemed) administration considers stu- form. Recording of rock rr usic Moulin Rouge and famous acbegan to sell among adult
dents as me.rely children who need protection at every turn and a
strong arm to support them in times of stress. This· administration listeners. In the recording,
posture m\,lst stop" but the idea that the administration must abdi- mass-produced art was spread
cate all responsibility to the students is just as foolhardy as the among all levels of society,
present system. Might I suggest, instead of a sign-in system as we and all age groups. This setting
now have it, that prefects keep a personal check on individual - intelligence in advertising,
the aceptance of what had been
students On their particular corridors without being obtrusive
considered profane as an art
about it. This of course would demand a more understanding attitude and a. spirit of restraint on the prefects' part. This restraint form - easily lent itself to a
would be incumbent upon the students as they would be expected revival of the father of massto be as responsible about their behavior as the administration is produced art, the poster.
supposed to be. Don't get me wrong, I'm no Dean's Office man.
Over the past ~o years,
However, I believe that when the students and administration deposters have swiftly become the
cide to change the rules, that they do it in a manner which leaves
best-selling art form. It began
room for student. freedom without usurpation of administrative
with the photo-poster, an outpowers. Such a system would eliminate the trappings of paterngrowth of the Camp movement,
alism which we deplore, without losing the benefits of effective
produced by Personality Postadministrative control.
AS HUNDREDS
ers, Inc., in New York. The
By JOHN HOWLETT

tresses of the time. Those interested in the work of Beardsley will find a number of his
illustrations and a few of his
posters in near-perfect condition. Russian works of the
twenties, and posters by Picasso and Miro provide the other
highlights of the show.
The poster at its best is presented and reflects the people
and ideas of its time. For a
person interested in collecting
art, the poster and the lithograph are the best forms with
which to begin. For such a person, for any person concerned
with the arts, this exhibit is an
important survey of the poster
as an art form.

"PORKY"
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The most economical way
to get a Volkswagen
is to go to Europe for it.
. Order it Irom us before you leave. It'll be waiting for you at the factory
.n Wollsburg. All it takes is the low price of $1,412 and 8 days' notice.
Or, we'll have it delivered to you in any of over 40 other cities in 15 dif.
ferent European. countries, if you give us just a bit more money and time.
And after you ve saved money on .the initial price, you can really start
savIng money. On train fares. You'll also save wear and tear on yourself
by go.ng through Europe in your own cor..
.
.
. We'll' tell you how to go about gelling European insurance, a European
license, and your Volkswagen shipped home when your trip is over.
Then you can bring it to us anytime you need service. We're another
economical thing about Volkswagen.

- NOONAN MOTORS INC•.
S55 Kings HIghway, Fairfield, Coaa. 06430
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Yes, you put
in lots of hours
but ...

By VINCENT CURCIO
The A.P.A. - Phoenix Repertory Company over the years
has consistently put on first
rate productions of great theatre classics. They have just
opened another fine production,
Ionesco's "Exit the King," and
in so doing, they have exposed
American audiences to a daring
innovation in comic form.
"Exit the King," a play of
great personal importance to its
author, concerns a mythological
King who is told that he is to
die in an hour and a half, at
the end of the play. We are
told that his kingdom is falling
apart and we see him fall apart
before our very eyes, gradually
losing all his royal r and personal powers, until at last he
disappears, helpless, in death.
The king is obviously meant to
symbolize Everyman, and his
country, the world; what we
are seeing in "Exit the King"
is the ritual death of Man in
an existentialist cosmos.

The innovation in the play is
this: despite the grim subject
matter and the almost doggedly serious treatment, the play
is structurally a comedy, if we
consider the technical definition
of a comedy: a play in which
the climax is the point of greatOoDtbuIed OD P8ce •

You're trained and work on routes where people have
bought Good Humor Ice Cream for years ... no in·
vestment ... everything supplied.

HOW YOU QUALIFY FOR INTERVIEW
1. Minimum age 18.
2. Need a valid driver's license ... and must be able
to drive a clutch transmission.
3. Be in good physical condition.

Sign Up Now For Our Campus Visit
Ask your Summer Placement Director or Student Aid
Officer to schedule you for our campus visit or write to:

GOOD HUMOR, Dept. A.
800 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632

(
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.

March·7 and 26

)
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-An-Equal opportunity Employer
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Handbook Seeks
Better Approach
By JIM RUANE
The Student Handbook presentC'd next year may be entirely
different in its concept and approach from the present one. A committee of students formed by the Student Government is presently
examining the handbook and its conclusions should be released
about the middle of March.
'
Committee Members.
The Committee, chaired by
senior Bob McCann, consists of
Tom' Boudreau and Skip McGovern from the junior class,
Dennis Donovan, Don McInerney and Drew Draves of the
sophomore class and Pat Long
and Jim Ruane of the Freshmen class·

John McVane, Ken Pritchard. Frank Blair, and Seth King seem amused as they answer questions during World Nf'wS Forum.

Accuracy In Reporting
Stressed by Newscaster
By ROBERT BURGESS
"There is widespread skepticism as to the credibility of news reporting," stated John' MacVane
of ABC-TV as he openeq up discussion in a news panel last Wednesday before a crowd of over 250
people. The panel, "Accuracy in World Reporting," held in Gonzaga Auditorium, is part of the Bellarmine Series on current affairs events.
Members of Panel
our sources as far as possible,"
places like Vietnam. This self·
Other members of the panel He commented that despite sev- imposed censorship coupled with
were Frank Blair, newscaster eral problems, "We are doing
the one enforced by the South
for NBC-TV's "Today" show; our level best to report to you
Vietnamese and United States
Ken Pritchard, senior editor of the most accurate news availgovernments combine to form
Canadian Pr~ss; and Seth S. able as quickly as possible."
the "credibility gap."
King of the New YorK Times.
Effective as Possible
Television's War
The panel opened with each
Mr. Pritchard, outlining the
Vietnam and the difficulties
member speaking on a SUbject workings and problems of a
related to his particular field of news agency, said although in reporting news there were
news reporting'. Seth King spoke "great strides have been made also discussed. Vietnam was referred to as "television's first
on the "problems of world re- in modern news covering, I
porting," Frank Blair on "elec· wonder whether we are using war." Mr. Blair also added,
tronic jou~nalism and news reo the news-gathering force as ef- "There is talk of reporting the
porting," and Ken Pritchard on fectively as possible." He saw war live and in color by satel"the working of a news agency." news deadlines as posing a par- lite so that you can tell the red
from the green . . . if your
ticular problem to an agency.
Three Factors
set is correctly tuned." The
Citing the !lroblems of a news'
A round·table discussion folcorrespondent, Mr. King de- lowing the opening statements
scibed the thr-:!e factors involved turned to current controversial
in reporting npws as, "getting topics. The most pressing topic
the news, writing the story, and seemed to be the "credibility
getting the story back to the gap." Mr. Pritchard described
paper." He illustrated the last the "credibility gap" as "the
phase with personal experiences differences between what the
he had in Laos and Indonesia.
government says and what real·
Mr. Blair spoke of the troubles ly happens." One of the reasons
reporters have in ascertaining given for the "credibility gap"
the truth of a story. He said, was a self-imposed censorship
"We have to rely on and trust by newsmen covering stories in

At an. organizational meeting
held recently, Chairman Bob
McCann explained to the com··
mittel' that the handbook
should have a basic concept or
theme around which the rest of
the handbook should be constructed. Mr. Robert Griffin,
Director of Student Services,
in speaking with members of the
committee, expressed similar
sentiments regarding a general
concept for the handbook. This
panel also pointed out that the
intricacy and uncertainty of re"
porting news in Vietnarp. is eompounded by the grave dangers
undertaken by newsmen.
Following th(· discussion, the
floor was opened to questions.
The questions touched upon such
subjects as the privacy of pub·
lie officials, competiti.on between
reporters on a ~tory, and edito·
rializing in stories. Further in·
formal discussion followed in
the Campus Center.
Accuracy
Mr. Blair summed up the
topic of "Accuracy in World
Reporting" by saying, "people
must demand accuracy and decide the killd of accuracy they
want."

theme, as it appears now, will
be based on the concepts of,
"student responsibility, integrity, maturity, and Christian commitment."
Approach
Two ideas havp been proposed by the members of the
committee as an approach to
the revision of the handbook.
The first idea would' involve a
deletion or revision of certain
sections of the current handbook. The other approach would
include an over-all 'renovation
of the handbook, especially in
its scope and content.
One criticism that was overwhelmingly voiced by the committee was that the Administration, at the present time, assumes the irresponsibility and
immaturity of the student, and
only gives him "special privileges." when he has proven
himself. The committee felt -that
this situation should be reversed and the student giVEn
almost absolute freedom at the
beginning of the year. Then, if
the student shows his irresponsibility and immaturity by abusing the privileges, these can be
taken away. As the situation
stands now, the student is assumed to be guilty, unless hlC'
can prove himself otherwise.
Ideas or Suggestions
The committee has issued
a request that anyone with
ideas or suggestions concerning
next year's handbook should
get in touch with one of the
members of the committee.
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Price Of Victory
With the recent cut in graduate school draft deferments, it has
become evident that the war is not by any stretch of the imagination
going well. Indeed, at this time in particular, it would seem that the
prospects of an allied "victory" in Vietnam are exceedingly dim.
In a week that saw new attacks on Saigon, renewed peace feelers
from Hanoi, massive marches against the war in Rome, Berlin, and
London, and a significant drop in President Johnson's popularity,
graduate school deferment cuts are raising particular protests from
educators. It is true that previous draft regulations in this area tended
toward indirect discrimination against those "who lack the social and
economic advantages to pursue graduate study." The current revision, however, will have profound effects on educational processes
throughout the country for years. Besides delivering a crushing blow
to the humanities and social sciences, the elimination of graduate deferments will also gravely affect industries requiring advanced degrees for research programs and thus the future economic state of
the nation.
We express our strongest disapproval of such wholesale eliminations. That the national government should have reached such a farreaching decision without consulting more closely educators who had
proposed less drastic and more realistic plans is ominous. Education
has truly become a tool of the government. It is evident that the needs
of the nation are being gauged by what little political furor a certain
action will produce among the electorate in an election year.
Now the American people must ask themselves: how much
more are we to sacrifice? Are we to give our all for a cause which
our own government finds difficult to justify to us? We, the
Editorial Buard of THE STAG, deplore the manner in which the government reached such a decision and hope this drastic measure will
somehow be rectifiea-.

Time Of Decision
Today Student Government campaigns officially begin. This is a
critical time for the student-voter, in that he will be exercising his
right to choose capable leaders for his campus. We realize that Student Governments in the past have not enjoyed the support of many
students. These students were disheartened ano disillusioned by the
poor performance of some governing officials and legislative bodies,
as exemplified by the spectacle of the last government meeting.
We know that involvement in campus politics is a demanding
activity that requires much dedication of time and effort. Those students who seek government positions must be prepared to accept this,
challenge. And those students who are electing them must also accept
the challenge to be discriminating in their choice.
- - - - The-Student Government will soon receive an infusion of new
spirit from the recently re-written Constitution and from the forthcoming elections. Through the preposed Constitution, the Student
Government will enter an era that, we hope,· will display more responsibility and greater liberalism. In the elections, we must see to it
that each of us shows the interest and enthusiasm necessary to complement the Constitution by choosing student officials who best represent the student body.

Relative Silence
Recently the Editor-in-Chief of THE STAG received a letter
asking him to sign the following statement on the Vienam war.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Silent Faculty
To the Editor:
Since I have been at Fairfield I have
often been angered and embarrassed at
the lack of public witness by our faculty in matters of social conscience. Sunday after Sunday, The New York Times
is filled with full-page ads for or against
Vietnam, Johnson or McCarthy; These
ads usually contain hundreds of signatures of faculty members from other
colleges and universities. Never have I

seen the ..signature of a member of the
Fairfield faculty. If the Vice-President of
Holy Cross, numerous professors at
B.C., and the President of Seton Hall
voice their feelings, why doesn't our
faculty? I feel that our faculty is missing the opportunity for a strong show
of intellect and conscience.
What is the reason for Fairfield's
"Silent Facljlty ?"Do they feel that they
are teachers only· in the classroom? Are
they 'too indifferent to express their
Continued on Page 7
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"We think that opposition to the Vietnam War among draft age
men is greater than President Johnson appears to believe. As student
body presidents and campus newspaper editors, we are personally
troubled by the war.

NEWS EDITOR: Patrick Long. SPOR'I1S EDITOR: Robert Silleryo PHO·
TOGRAPHY EDITOR: Thomas Quackenbush. LAYOUT EDITOR: Thomas
Boudreau. ADVERTISING EDITOR: Barry Smolko. CmCULATION
EDITOR: Richard Leuschner. COPY EDITOR: Robert Arnone. ART EDI·
TOR: Richard Heggie.

"To show how deep and widespread is our conviction that the
war is wrong, we have signed this statement: I believe that I should
not be forced to fight in the Vietnam War because it is unjust and
immoral."

STAFF

In discussing this statement, the Editorial Board noted that, as
of the present time, the discussion of this issue on the campus had
been insufficient. No definite trend of a majority of the students has
been evident, although some demonstrations on both sides have taken
place.
We therefore decided to invite all students to express their
opinions on this important issue through Letters-to-the-Editorin forthcoming issues. We will publish these letters in the order in which
they are received and as far as space will allow. We are certain that
the students will take this opportunity to break the relative silence
on campus concerning the Vietnam issue,

I

NEWS: John Brennan, Michael Collins, Bruce Howard, Colin Kiley,
Thomas Perrotti. SPORTS: Bill D'Allessandro, Dave Caisse, Frank Carollo,
William Pow, Steven Ryan, Edward Smith, Ed Williams. FEATURES:
John Boland, Vincent Curcio, Richard Elliot, Peter Hearn, Stephen Kobasa,
Richard Otto. PHOTOGRAPHY: Floran Boland, Al Fisher, Richard Makse.
CIltCULATION: John Legowski, Joseph Lembo, Paul Lysaght, Bill McGee.
FACULTY MODERATOR, Albert Fo Reddy, SoJ.
The opinions ex~r:essed by columnists and reviewers are their own and iOn no way reftect
the Editorial Position of THE STAG.
Published weeklr during the regular university year, except during holiday and vacation
periods. by -the _administration of the University. The subscription rate is three dollars per
year. Address Box S. Campus Center. Represented for National Advertising by National
Advertising Service, Inc.
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Page Seven

More Let ters to the Editor
Continued from Page 6
views publicly? Theodore Roszak, in his
essay, "The Complacencies of the Academy," asks: " . . . do they believe that
no matter what may be wrong with
America, it is not at all the teacher's
respoll$ibility to address himself to its
correction?"
The ac~demic community must offer
suggestions on as many relevant problems as possible. Silence by the intelligentsia during these perilous times only
hurts the entir~ society.
Sincerely,
John Carberry '69

• • •

Yellow Journalism?
To the Editor:
There seemlj to be little doubt that the
STAG's Closed C8Be may have actually
been its own coffin. Although I do not
question the moral integrity of the Editorial Board or the sincerity of the author of the lead story, I cannot help but
feel the editorial of 2-14-68 and the lead
story of the same date were not only
poorly researched, poorly documented,
but also poorly portrayed. The sense of
travesty br,ought up in the government
debate can be aptly applied to the past
editorial.
Aside from research, or the lack of it,
THE STAG seemed caught up in the
(ED. NOTE: This Is the
first In • IIerles of articles In
which students wU1 be 8Bked
to couunent on campus and
world Issues.)

QUESTION: 11 you were
President of Fairfield University for one day, what changes
or innovations w 0 u I d you
make?
Robert F. Cunningham '69
As far as the physical development of the university is
concerned, I would -c-ontinuealong the lines
Fr.
McInnes
has set down.
In regard to the
school's image,
I think that I
would do more
public relations
work - advertising, nation-wide

emotionalism of the issue, violated the
proposition of a rational open mind, and
possibly dragged itself down in the mire
of head hunting and self-glorification.
The possibility of "yellow journalism"
to announce the arrival of a new STAG
regime so well glorified on page 1, is
frightening. The use of the press to condemn a man who has not even vaguely
been found guilty may be called libel or
worse.
Although I am impressed by the social
conscience of the new board, their actions cannot be justified, DOl tolerated.
Their "overwhelming evidence of gross
negligence" isa travesty in its own
right. They have placed themselves in
the position of judge, jury and hangman
only to hang themselves. This is unfortunate. A formal apology to Mr. Bocchini must be demanded.
In their second editorial of 2-14-68
Where We Stand, which I personally
feel is underwater, the board states,
"We are certain that the students will
respond to this challenge of making their
newspaper as effective and reflective of
themselves as possible," is interesting
but impossible until THE STAG board
itself grows up. I cannot feel but that
they have indeed made a mockery of
themselves, of the students, and of the
fielu and theory of -journalism.
Finally, "yellow journalism" to end
apathy increases the apathy through a

lack of faith. If the primary necessity
of a newspaper is research, and a search
for the unbiased truth, THE STAG has
failed miserably. The "National Enquirer" may be more in keeping at times
wi:h the theory of good journalism than
THE STAG and probably less concerned
with self-glorification. I can only hope
that the next time THE STAG board
opens its mouth it is not to change feet.
Respectfully,
William T. O'Brien '69

* *

It-

Easter Vacation
To the Editor:
To: All students planning to visit Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, during the spring
holidays 1968.
From: R. H. Bubier, City Manager,
City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
I would like to take this opportunity
to welcome you to our City and sincerely
hope that your stay will be a pleasant
and memorable experience.
In order that neither you nor the City
incur any unpleasantness, the following
suggestions and policies have been instituted and will be adhered to unequivocally.
1. Do not come to Fort Lauderdale
unless you definitely have a confirmed
housing reservation. Our policies and
ordinances prohibit sleeping in cars and/
or sleeping in the open. Campers or
trailers are not permitted to park on the

beach. If this type vehicle is to be used
as living quarters it must be parked in
a trailer park specifically licensed for
this pu'rpose.
2. All the laws that govern the conduct of the individual will be enforced.
A person must be 21 years of age in
order to purchase or consume alcohol.
Persons guilty of intoxication, (it should
be noted that drinking in the open is not
permitted) narcotics, use of false identification, creating unnecessary noise or
any other form of disorderly conduct and
any other unlawful act will be arrested
and prosecuted. Violations of the traffic
code will result in apprehension and
prosecution of the offender.
3. Parents and school officials of any
and all students arrested during this
period will be officially notified.
Students should be aware of the fact
that persons who are arrested and convicted on any charge will have established a permanent, and sometimes
criminal, record against themselves
which could have a detrimental influence later in life.
It is the feeling of the City Commission, this office and 3.11 of the City departments involved, that if your conduct
while in Fort Lauderdale follows your
personal guidelines whqe on campus,
that your vacation will indeed be a
pleasant and memorable experience.
Cordially,
R. H. Bubier
City Manager

pUblicity, and so forth.
Academically, there is much
to be accomplished. The number of required courses should
be reduced. More seminars
should be introduced. The honors prngram could be extended
to a greater segment of the
student population. More interdisciplinary and inter-departmental courses should be inaugurated. I would attempt to
place more emphasis on papers
and individual certainty and
rely less on examinations and
tests.
Fairfield should do much
more experimenting in the potential and future of higher, education, even if it be at some
expense to large scale physical
piant development.

''WE SHALL OVERKILL"

"Any consideration of the use of nuclear weapons in Vietnam
would be sheer lunacy." That was Harold Wilson's comment on
this week's rapidly spreading rumor concerning possible American
super-escalation in Vietnam. We urge you to note that he did not
say that the use of nuclear weapons would constitute an act of
lunacy. He said that even to consider it is madness. There are,
however, strong indications that Chairman Lyndon is not only
considering it but that the first steps have already been taken.
According to the New York Times, the rumor started with an
anonymous phone call to Senator Fulbright. The next day the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee discussed the possibility in
closed session. Fulbright was prompted to write a letter to Secretary of State Rusk asking whether or not the rumor had any
foundation. Rusk did what Rusk does best. He evaded the question
with a statement which the Times categorized as "brusk" and "not
categorical." Employing a rather threadbare Administration tactic,
Rusk impugned Fulbright's responsibility rather than addressing
himself to the issue. Meanwhile two Senators, Clark and McCarthy,
themselves impeccably responsible, felt obliged to bring the matter
to public attention in corollary statements.
You might easily dismiss the actions of Fulbright, and McCarthy as politically opportune. Fulbright, you might contend, is
carried away with his new status as the Senate's leading liberal
and McCarthy h~ the best reason of all for trying to create
political capital from the issue. He wants to be President. Granted,
but this does not dispose of Rusk's unwillingness to reassure the
Senators with an outright denial. In point of fact, he could hardly
be categorical. The Administration has already dispatched a team
of four tactical nuclear weapons experts to South Vietnam. Ostensiblr ther are studying the construction of an electrc,mic infiltration

STUDENT OPINION POLL
Paul A. Richards '71
I would endeavor to see individually as many students as
possible. I would trUly listen to
what they had
to say. Thus, by
knowing what
was on their
minds, I would
better be able
to function with
the students,
this being the primary concern
of any successful university.
Finally, I would try to make
the expression "Fairfield is an
innovator, not an imitator," a
reality rather than the cliche
that it has become.

Joseph Ferrara '71
All records and information
concerning certain aspects of
the university would be made
public. An une a s y veil of
mystery covers
too many points
of concern for
Fail'field s t udents. Current
plans for co-institutionalization appear vague.
The proposals for expansion
are unrealistic and far too remote.
Only hearsay and rumor can
fill the vacuum of responsible
information. While the image

barrier across the seventeenth parallel. If you believe that" then
you probably also believe that the recent National Liberation Front
raids on province capitals represent significant defeats for the
enemy, another quaint little fiction which the Administration would
like to have you swallow.
The Administration dropped out of character and made one
concrete statement. The Defense Department categoricaly denied
that the U.S. is shipping nuclear weapons to Vietnam. That is supposed to allay your fears. The fact, however, is that nuclear
weapons are already aboard Seventh Fleet aircraft carriers and
cargo ships off the coast of Vietnam and could be quickly moved
into South Vietnam, if it were considered necessary. We believe
that, in the eyes of the Administration, nuclear weapons have already been deemed necessary. What LBJ and the warmakers
need is a publicly jusU,fiable excuse. The impending military crisis
at Khesanh will be- the determining factor.
The Administration, specifically LBJ, cannot afford another
d~feat right now. Yet how does one explain our apparent inability
or unwillingness to reinforce or eva-cuate the 5,000 U.S. Marines
who are now .s-urrounded by a superior force of from 40,000 to
60,000 enemy troops? The Marines are shelled daily from the
nearby hills and a new factor of possible air power for the enemy
ha;; entered the picture. Six Russiar- built borrbers, recrntly
acquired by (he North Vietnamese, are stationed within striking
distance of the Marine base at Khesanh. General Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, has stated that nuclear weapons will not
be necessary because Khesanh will not fall. In a highly unusual
procedure, which says little for confidence within the government.
LBJ had Wheeler and the other joint chiefs sign a statement concerning the security of the U.S. position at Khesanh. Given th!
strategic situation and the disproportionate odds, however, we
cannot help but doubt it.

that Fairfield maintains may attract incoming freshmen, it
alone contributes nothing to the
confidence stud9nts have in the
administration.
Robert Scaffardl '70
It would be impossible for me
to undertake the complex role
of the President of the University. H 0 wever, if I were
to assume this
po sit ion, I
would ask our
Graduate School
of Communications to apoint a
-committee to conduct a thorough, impartial investigation of
existing conditions on campus,
and present its findings in a
public statement for the benefit of the entire University. Any
remedies which the committee
deems plausible would also be
made public. Only then will
there be a substantial basis
upon which both Administration and students may meaningfully discuss their problems.
I offer this as a positive preliminary solution to the recent
cry of "lack of communication." Rather than to constantly complain, which I believe
would be a negative position, I
feel that both administration
and students should strive for
positive steps to remedy this
situation, and therefore create
a greater sense of unity here
at Fairfield.
Jerome Sagnena '70
It is difficult to imagine oneself suddenly acting in the capacity of the President of Fairfield University. The present
strides made by
Fairfield in augmen tin g its
prestige testifies
to progress.
If, however,
I were President of the University, I would first allot more
autonomy to the Director of
Resident Students, who would
function with an advisory
board. This committee would
Continued on Page 8
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Experiment In Living Effects Community Spirit
By JANE L. YjRANSKI and
RICHARD D. CUNNINGHAM
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Jane L.
Yranski is a sophomore Liberal Arts major at Albertus
Magn~s
College in New
Haven, Connecticut.
Ric~rd

a Junior

D. Cunningham is
H\ajor here.)

His~ory

. FroIIJ Friday, February the
9th thro~gh Sunda)' the 11th,
twe9ty-tllree inilividuals from
ihree Connecticut universities
experienced an experiment in
living at the Cenaele in Middletown, Connecticut.
Personal Encounter

The experiment, which was
sponsored by Father George D.
Fitzpatrick, S.J. and Fathpl'
Joseph E. McCormick, S.J. of
Fairfield University, and the
Reverend Bettinger of th~ Univer~ity of Bridgeport, could best
1;>e characterized as a personal
encounter between individuals
of both sexes and from almost
even- major Christian denomination. Participants included individuals from the University of
Bridgeport, Albertus Magnus
College, Fairfield University,
and three sisters from the Cenacleo

encumbered by any set form of
terminology or vocabulary. In
this way each group member
felt free to speak on a level that
was equal to that of his or her
fellow participant; in this manner each individual could best
understand the meaning and full
implications of the topics discussed.
Included among the several
topics brought under examination was "Who is God and what
is he?" and "What do I feel
about myself." After viewing
the critically acclaimed film entitled "A Time for Burning,"
the participants entered into a
discussion concerning their own
encounter with prejudice in
American society, the problems
that this society now faces and
will face in the future, and the
possible benefit that each individual could effect in endeav-

oring to better his life and the
lives of others. Ample opportunities were offered for the participants to enter into conversations with individual members
of each discussion group.
Midnight Mass

Aside from these discussion
sessions and individual contacts,
there was scheduled on Saturday night a hootenanny invoh'ing all the students and clergy,
and a poetry reading. A niidnight Mass was offered for all
those who wished to attend. It
must be noted that this Mass
was particularly remarkable for
its demonstrating the communal
bond which had developed between the participants in the
short period of time that they
were together.
On Sunday morning each discussion group performed a celebration which endeavored to in-

dicate what the weekend had
meant to them. Such a gr('at
sense of community had developed during this experiment
in living that each group's celebration clearly portrayed the
enormous amount of personal
communication that had been established; each celebration portrayed the surmounting of the
facades which the participants
had presented to the world. and
the establishment of a basic inter-personal relationship whereby each member could freely
express his or her honest feelings about themselves and
others.
Remarkable Success
Despite the fact that many
questions were raised over the
period of three days, and that
quite a number of these questions were directed toward a solution, no fixed goal was at-

tained, nor was one ever sought.
The experiment in living had
its own particular existence, and
that existence was its own reason and value for being. To the
extent that each individual participant entered into the working out of this experiment is
the extent to which they endeavored to determine a personal
sense of value and commitment;
the experiment in living was
only what each individual maae
it to be, and it was -because of
this common effort that the experient in liVing proved to be
such a remarkable success.

THE

BLUE

Discussion Session

Activities during the weekend
centered around 2 two-hour
discussion sessions each day
between groups of approximately ten students. Topics initially
discussed were of such a general nature that it allowed the
participants to draw on their
various backgrounds and personal experiences without feeling

Opinion Poll
Continued from Page 7

Also, I would attempt to settle, by exerting my influence in
the academic area, the traditional complaint of the student,.
and introduce the plus and
minus element into the present
marking system.
I would request a poll taken
by the student government on
the general student sentiment
concerning their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with meals produced by the present campus
concession establishment. It the
results were in a majority disfavorable, I would not permit
a contract renewal with this
same company, but authorize
the employment of another
catering service.

II JOU wanllo rock Ihe bOaL II's line wllh us.
It could help us to keep moving ahead. We
discovered that during our pioneering years
in a dynamic, young industry. It still applies
today. Imaginative, inquiring minds are providing the impetus for progress in our exciting
world of advanced VTOL aircraft systems.
Are you a factual innovator ••• impatient with
status quo? Does fast-paced engineering challenge turn you on-rather than pat solutions?
Then Sikorsky Aircraft can be your environment-in which to explore, expan~ and enrich
your capabilities. You'll enjoy the stimulus of
seeing your ideal> become three-dimensional in
ultra-sophistica ted airborne vehicles of
tomorrow.
Professional growth? Your demonstrated ability
will create all the opportunities you can
handle. And we think you'll appreciate our
"engineer's atmosphere" that encourages an
active interchange of ideas with some of the
top men in your field.
If you're ready to take on responsible and
demaneJing assignments, you'll find them here
in: aerodynamics • human factors engineering
• automatic controls • structures engineering •
weiaht prediction • systems analysis • opera-

SHOP

party gifts - playing cards

From Friday afternoon to
Sunday afternoon these previously unrelated students and
clergymen composed a functioning community such as one
rarely experiences in everyday
life; none of the participants
came away from the Cenacle entirely unaffected, and many
found that their contact with
these individuals had made a
.great impact on their lives and
their outlook toward others.

consist of two elected r~presen
tatives of each class and adequate representation of prefects. Hopefully, this would allow a greater student body
voice concerning existing conditions and if necessary facilitate constructive alterations tosuch conditions.

BIRD

1310 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
Social Stationery and Engraving
Gifts & Gift Wrappings

lions research • reliability/maintainability
engineering • autonavigation systems • computer technology • manufacturing engineering
• information science· marketing ... and more.
And your career advancement can be materiaIly assisted through our corporation-financed
Graduate Study Program-available at many
outstanding schools within our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for
campus ·interview dates-or-for further information, write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Professional
and Technical Employment.

ture. He then declared that "the
Mardi Gras cormnittee is in debt
to the Student Government" for
approximately thirty-eight hundred dollars, but the exact
amount cannot be determined
"for several weeks perhaps several months, because' bills do
not come in overnight."
Mr. Bocchlnl then explained
In the course of questions that
the reason the funds were obtained from the Student GGv,
ernment and not the Administration was "Mr. Griffln'lI opinIon that the Adm~tratlon not
Incur the twenty-five hundred
dollar down payment because
the Student Government legislature had the money" and since
It was a "Student Gov~rnm~Dt
affair 8anctloned by thl8 iegisla.
ture, that the Student Government Incur the responsibility fOr
the payment."

Mr. Bocchinl, Introduced by representative Cosgriff, w h 1 c b
cha.rged the President ''wltb
gross travesty In regard to his
authorization of $2,500 to Mardl
Gras weekend," was taken from
the table. Mr. Salomone,. however,' reminded the legislature
that the implication of the resolution is that the President violated the law but "the legislature
cannot make 8uch an asfjumptlon." The only body' '~which
could determine' whether thls. act
is unconstitutional would be the
Student Court. The measure was
defeated as the vote on the resolution was four In favor,.thlrty:
eight a,galnst and two abstainIng.

Nine

Peace Corps Director
Seeks' More Volunteers

.Mardi Gras Finances
OoatIDued from Page 8
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Peace Corps Director Jack Va.ughn recently recomtp.e~ded that business and
industry encourage their best employees to spend one or two years in voluntary
.
service to attack the social and economic problems facing America.
. Speaking at the Harvard
BusIness'School, Vaughn said
a steady ~sionof short-term
Volunteers =-- upwards of'l00,000 a year - is needed to make
massive assault on American
deprivation.
Not Enough
He said there is "simply riot
enough manpower or money in'
the world· to combat the problems in/VlY other way,"

a'

problems of poverty and ignor- . aver that, if they had offered
to re-enroll, we would probably
ance .
have rejected them because we
"It would not be a. long step
would have been afraid of what
for them to contribute mananother two years in the Peace
power as well as mone;r and
Corps would do to them,"
expertise," 'hetold stn4ents.
Vaughn said.
Val;lghn also said that Vl;Jiuntary service gives the kinei .of
.. Vaughn said t~ere are a great
training in leadership that ca,p:: .. many' ·peoplewho. Can do work
not be obtained anywhere elSe... aplOng the deprived ve:ry well

for a short¢ne,' but very few
A Challenge'
Vaughn, who has headed the
people who can do it even passPel!oCe CorPIJ for nearly two
He challenged the business aQl~ f0,r a long time.
'
Vote of Confidence
years, envisioned business and
school to devise ways of adapt.other private organizations .givRepresentative Frank Smith
ing the. Peace Corps experience
ing Incentives to young men and
then introduced a resolution
to solving problems of deprivawhich proposed "that Mr. Boc- · women they recruit from the
tion at home and offered the
nation's campuses to spend a
chini be given a vote of conresources and experience of the.
Continued. from Page 1
year to two In voluntary servo
fideace-for his-'work ..in the fu:peace Corps in innovating .the
tce. He suggested they be given
ture," In the debate that ensued
project.
aim that CHOICE '68 will create
extra credits in seniority and
Representative Poiss~n. stated
increased Interest and pintlei;.'
opportunity for advancement·for
Vaughn said that the qualities
t.hat .the. legislat\lre was acting
patlon In national politics.
this service.
that stimulate social change in
"a little bit emotional" in givamong students, and promote a
Devotlng Time
the
villages
of
emerging
nations
ing Mr. Bbcchini a vote 'of COl'greater dialogUe between stuHe also foresees·business and are the same that can help the
Poor Business Judgment
·1idEmce.but Mr~. Smith explained
dents 'and'those in positions 6f
professional people, with the people in America's slums and
:Mr. Czajkowski criticized .the that it is . the least they' couid encouragement of their -com- rural backwaters finish the big national leadership."
Mardi Gras committee and'-stat- do since the President has been paJ;lies and firms, devoting part soctal changes' they demand.
The Nationwide Collegiate
ed that instead ,of a lack of in~ subjected· to a "trial by· n.ews- ·of their time year after .year to
Vaughn said the PeaCe Corps Presidential Primary offers colpaper".
in
the
STAG,
The
vot'!
terest "it couid .be also a: point
voluntary service. The Amer- .. and organizations such as lege students the opportunity to
on the resolution was passed:
of poor business judgment." Mr.
ican business and professional .VISTA have proved. that there
express. their . preference on
Tabellione later stated in re- nineteen in favor, seventeen
communitY, Vaughn said, could' are literally ·tens of thousand's Presidential candidates ·and sesponse that the whole budget, .. agains~,-and five abstaining..
· become the recruiting center. of men and women who are . lected issues - to speak for the
which amounted to approximate~
Mr. Bocchlni, in another ac- for this badly-needed Volunteer
willing to devote a year or two first time as a political body.
ly $8,600, ."was based on' two
manpower.
working' "ith the deprived, but With participation open to every
tion, pomlnated Emile Canning
. hUndred and fifty package deals
few could make It a ca-eer.
university, college,. and junior
With business and industry
and between one thousand' and to head the Tbne·Life PresldeI1Emotionally Drained
college in the, United States,
fifteen' hundred at the concert tiat Prefere~ce Poll to be taken already organizing programs in
"I have seen Volunteers -'- CHOICE '68 will be a. major
as :itas always happened in past I,m campUs for the 1968 NatioDlil urban housing and job traiIllng,
some. of them the very best political event of sufficient
Elections and the nomina.tlon Vaughn said he believes they Volunteer.s Mardi Gras weekends,"
so emotionally scope to merit the nation's at·
was' aeeepted:by' an overWhelm. are now ready to accept respondrained when their service was
tention and consideration.
The resolution' to reprimand Ing majority.
. siDility 'for helping to solve

Choice '68

Innovation
()()otinued from Pa,ge4,
est complication and in whieh
the deliverer is preserit from
the beginning. The cli.IJlaJ{ of
the play occurs when the. King,
realizing that he must die, and
.cannot escape his d e ~ t h.
screams, "I am. going to die"';
at this moment. the Old Queen .
(his first wife), who eventuaily
relieves his predicament by
leading him to his death, says,
"Ab, it's a comedy I see!" By
the end of the play we realize
that tl:lls is so, that the climax
has been the pqint of greatest
complication for the King, and
that the Queen-deliverer has
been present from the start of
the play. Yet, though the play is
surely a comedy, we do not
laugh at all, the irony. of this
play's being a comedy is far
too deep and harsh for that.
I think lonesco has brought
off a stunning union of matter
and form in "Exit the King";
not only do man and the world
die here, but the very comic
form of the play as well.
There are flaws: the basic
situation is rehashed ad nanseam in the first half of the play.
Also, the first half is woefully
lackini iIi 'the . strong verse
which the play cries out for and
which does so much for the'
play's second half.
Eva Le Galliene as the Old
Queen, Richard Easton as the
King, and the plastic set by
Rouben Ter-Arutunian wi I J
knock your eye out.

AN UNUSUAL CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY...

accounting
development
programorEIII
.

.

leCOUITIla OR BUSIIESI IDMIIISTIITlIIIIIDUITES
Aformalized and exceptionally interestina proaram of trainina and develop. ment is now available within our
financial oraanization. Successful candidates will be aiven the opportunity to
broadel! their competence by participatiOn in a wide variety 0; assianments in
all areas of accountina. .
This proai'am can lead to rewardiri.lnd
responsible careers in:
• FINANCIAL PLANNING
• .FORECASTING
• CONTRACT PRlClltG
• BUDGETING

•
•
•
•

COST ACCOUNTING
COST ESTUIAnNG
AUDITING
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS

• METHODS. PROCEDURES

.Tbeie· opportunities provide a aood

_,-ry,

outstandilll benefits and a def'Inite potential for arowth in a stable,
professionll envininrilelil
eoN$ULT YOUR COLLEGE
PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR' CAMPUS
'. INTERVIEW DATES

•..r

•
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Frosh Hoopsters Edged
By One In Final Minute
By ROBERT SILLERY
20-6 in the final period of the
Frazer sent them Into- the hall
The yardstick for a team's elongated contest.
down by 44·(3. Falrfield ftna11y
surged Into the lead 62-60 with
success or failure is usually
S.C.S.C.
. 11:46 left.
measured in terms of victory or
The trosh quintet rebounded
The. Knights moved back on
defeat. But occasionally a de- by crushing S.C.S.C. by a 73-53
feated team shows something count. A tough defense held top 71-70, and soon after tIui.t
the Stags were racked with, a
more - a character, a spirit, Southe':"ll scoreless for two .'3
a desire, which means much minute stretches in the first 10 crushing blow When Purcell
more than wins or losses.
minutes, and Fairfield enjoyed fouled out.
.In the wild fulal moments,
In the two tension-packed a 10 point-plus lead throughan offensive foul on Frazer,
losses against loca.l rivals Sa- out the first half; The Stags
plus Finch'S fifth personal
cred Heart and Bridgeport and kept pouring it on in the secopd
a lopsided win over Southern stanza and Coach Phillips was squeched Falrfield's dramatic
Conn., a frosh squall riddled able to empty what little bench bid. This was a moral victory;
and reflects6n the fine work of
and depleted by academic and he had.
Coach Phillips in molding _ a
apathetic caaualities demonU.B.
spirited team, a squad that
strated these· qualities mOllt
The baby Stags then faced a
wants to win .
clearly •
U.R squad that had defeated
The officiating was unmenSix RemaIn
them by 7 earlier in the seationable. Three of Purcell's
Only six members of the ori~ son, and-Fairfield produced their
louis were invisible and Mark
-ginal team remain. Woody
finest effort of the year, only Frazer. was twice tripped diLong and Tom Denning, thrust to lose by a heartbreaking 77rectly in front of an unmoved
into starting roles, have re- 76.
referee. Frazer was once hit
sponded admirably. Pete Yaros'
U.B. jumj)OO out toa 20-10
so hard that his contact lens
key steals and scrappy hustle
lead but Fairfieid kept whittliJig fell out, but this elicted no_ redistinguish his play.
away, and a haseliile shotb;Y
sponse from the officials.
Mark Frazer is a superh
ballplayer. One incredible move
stands out. He moves into the
key, coils low, .then spriilgs,
following through with an un·
canny touch and soft, arching'
shot. He has netted 91 poiilts
in the last three contests.
Tom Purcell is a vastly imBy ED SMITH
Fairfield Beach lost itsopen~r
proved ballplayer, now a star,
B-ball action progressed in to G-2, 47-40; but came back
He's tough under the boards,
the Intramural leagues last to beat L-3 North in the highest
and has developed a quiet conweek with dose games. and high scorirn; game of the week;, 70fidence in his shot. He reminds
scores- characterizing the com- 60. George Train hit for 17 in
oneg~atly of S1:. Peter's Pete
leading G~2 over the Beach
petition.
O'Dea. Purcell came lip with 11.
Team. -.Ted Sotinsky collected
The youngsters of Gonzaga
high of 30- vs. SO\lthern. Tom
-17 for F_airfieldBeach. SpearFinch has the perfect attitude. Ground remajned undefeated as heading the Beach's comeback
He comes to play, and hit 31 they ·edgeda game Campion' 4 over L3N were Mike Moore
team.51~50 in overtime. Scoring
vs. U.;B.
.'
.
with 15 and Bill Casey with 13.
h 0 nOr s went to Gonzaga
Sacred Heart
Marshall and-Sweeney -both had
Fairfield fell to Sacred Heart Ground's Scheussler with 16 and 16 for the upended frosh.
116-102 in double overtime. The Mathews with 14, 12 of which
In their second loss of the
yearlings fell' behihdearly, but c.ame in the second half;
Regis 1 also remained un, weekL3N were over-powered
a tremendous 55 point second
by a .hot Campion 2 Five, 53half effort capped by Woody defeated as they squeaked by
:25. George Wrobel had 1~ and
Long's bucket with - 11 seconas the men of -Regis 4, 46-43. Jack
Chris Gr~1,lert 12_ for Campion
left sent the game into over- Zorski led Regis l's attack with
2.
time. The fouling out of Yaros. 13. ,Joe Borkowski had 18 for
Gonzaga 3 brought the third
and Purcell in the second ove-r- the losers. In their second game
time, coupled with the loss -.of of the week Regis 4 fell victim victory of the week back to
their dorm by outlasting Loyola
Finch through personals earliEr toa hot 1.antern Point tea,m,
in_ the contest, spelled defeat as 48-2~.Tom Crowley-hit 16 1, 35-30. John Hurley had 22 big
ones fot' G-3. Mike Daugherty
the Pioneers outscored the Stags for the Pointers.·
was high for the Tom Purcell
coached Frosh with 12 .
in one of the hardest fought
games. of the week, Campion 3
emerged victoi:ious over PKT,
41-36. Ed Beaudreault with 10
and Bob Treanor with 9 led the
offense for Campion 8.
Tight defense and consistent
offense brought L3S its second
victory in three starts as they
had an easy - time defeating
.Regis Ground, 42-28. High
_WITH THIS
scorers for the freshmen were
Eaton· and Mazziota with 12
Good for $1.00 Off ()f One Pair of Lee teens
and 10 respectively .
At
With Bill Granata sinking 18
and Bob Pavia 14, the Baggers

M!uk :I"razer plucks a rebound from a Southern defender lIB
Woody Long, 24, looks on.

Fencers Down W.P.I.;
Close Contests Mark Defeated By Fordham
Intramural B-Ball

SAVE $1.00
On All Lee Leens
PANTS and JEANS

HEMLOCK
DEPARTMENT STORE

2033 B~ack Rock Tumpike.. Fairfield

Telephone 334·5894
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Sat. 'Til 6
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By. .FlRANK CAROLLO

The Fairfield Fencing Team
decisively defeated Th_e Worcester Polytechnic_ Ins tit ute
Fencers in' an inter-collegiate
meet highlighted J:jy the foil
team's being victorious in all
nine of its bouts, backed by the
7-2 record of the epee team
and Ii 5-4 victory in the sabre
division.
The FalI'lfield gym was the
site, this past Saturday, February 17th, as the Fairfield team
.bounced back from a tough loss
last week to Fordham UniversitY;The Fencing Team now
holds a 2-2 record.
Falriield's foil team was composed of Farouk Younes '69,
and Fra:nk Carollo '70, who
went undefeated in their three
bouts; Mark Del Mauro '69
who was victorious iil both of
his bouts and Ladd Raleigh '70,
wlio won his_ one substitute bout,
also put in fine performances
Two epee fencers, Russ Pancedged Regis 3, 53-51. The
Baggers withstood a second
period surge led by Mike Coyne
to gain their first victory in two
outings.
Loyola 2S was also victorious
over the second floor Regis
men, 40~28, while the Gonzaga
1 "Beavers" downed L-2 behind John Walsh.

zenko '69 and Jim Ellsworth
'69, defeated their opponents" as
they each won their '~'lree -bouts.
A substitute, Gil Thomfeldt '70,
was able to defeat his opponent
in his only bout. Vincent Rohen
'70 was defeated in his two
bouts, but put forth a fine showing.
In the sabre division, Derry
Chuga '70 and Rich McGirr '68
each defeated two fencers and
lost to one in return. Bill Sheehen '70 collected one win and
was defeated in his second bout,
and Jack Mikochik '69 also
fenced as substitute.

St. Fran,cis
Contiilued from Page 12
A twisting drive by Jones, and
20 footers by Magaletta and the
Stag captain in the first two
minutes of the second half gave
Fairfield its biggest lead at
49-38. They maintained the 11
point bulge for a comfortable
61-50 margin with 11 minutes
remaining.
St. Francis came roaring back
behind Vanlier and Lewis to out·
score the Stags 17·6 over a five
miilute period to knot the score
at 67·67 with 6:41 to go. But
with five minutes left and the
score at 69·68 Fairfield, big
Larry Lewis fouled out and the
Stags were home free.

Jones Stars
Continued from Pace 1J
points and 12 rebounds. Brill,
Barone and Finn followed with
1.6, 10 and 10.
Southern Game .
The Stags tuned up for their
impending contest against Bridgeport with a 108-72 thrashing
of Southern Connecticut State
CoiIege
It was strictly no contest
.from start to finish as the Stags
opened 'upa quick 6-1 lead and
raced to a 66-35 halftime bulge.
Frank Magaletta enjoyed. his
best first performance this sea-

son, riddliilg the nets for 28
points In the opening 15 minutes
of play.

Sol Crenshaw and Art Kenney
controlled the boards for Fairfield with 16 and 12 rebounds.
Crenshaw was especially sharp,
pinning shots to the backboard
on defense and scoring on a
couple of flashy taps.
Magaletta took offensive game
honors with 25 markers, followed by Kenny with 16 and
Crenshaw with 10 as the Stags
shot 56 % from the field.
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'SPORTS· PERSONAL·ITY
By ROBERT SILLERY
In covering sports, one usually encounters two types of athletes. The first of these is the
varsity athlete. To him sports
is a serious business. The s€"cond type plays simply becau~e
he loves sports. Frequently he
is the more interesting of the
two personalities and is the
purer sportsman .
Bllly Casey, last year's most
valuable player in the intramural program, is not a glamorous
star, but he typifies a particular strand of athlete who deserves as much recognition as
hIs varsity counterpart.
Casey, who hails from Wethersfield, Connecticut, where he
was all-league in football and
basketball, is described by
former teammate John Walsh
as "the best footbail. player in
the school."

Bill Casey

For the colleg~ man
who thinks for himself
and cares how he looks
00

•

Have you'beard? Just minutes from campus is
one of the leading men's stores in ConneCticutEd Mitcbell's, the in place to be outfitted. The in
place to find everything you
want to wear in one easy
sk)p. Everything from
underwear to outerwear,
shirts to shoes. Easy-going
casuals, cleaned-lined '
classics, great evening
looks. Lots of rugged
tweeds and blazers and
jeans. And every item
comes from a ~
quality makei', ready
(0 be custom-fitted by
one of FAt's four
tailon always on. hand.
IDvestip~ the Ed
,- Mitchell ~plete
, coIIec:tion for the

coIIeF man after

Casey' was the star on last
year's Campion 4 team which
captured the intramural championship. He operated from the
end position in football, forward
in basketball and shortstop in
baseball, blending his ardent
competitive drive and leadership as team captain to spark
C-4 to second, .first place
and third places respectively
giving them the championship.
Casey states that his main
reasons for playing intramural~
are to keep in shape and get to
know people, especially underclassmen, and he praised the
intramural system as being conducive to achieving this purpose.
He singles out Pete Mahr for
special praise for aligning the
intramural system intq its present corridor competition, rather
than the strict captain basis in
Which it formerly operated.

Bill is not only a fine competitor but also an excellent
fan, and is a rabid enthusiast
for all varsity sports, as evidenced by his trip to Houston
to see the Stags play the topranked Cougars. He is involved
with the Knights of Columbus
in a basketball development
program for children in Bridgeport and is also connected with
sports in the summer, working
for a park recreation program
in his home town.
A math major, Bill plans a
career as a math teacher after
college. Whlle his sports achievments at Fairfield admittedl;)"
will not long be remembered, it
is people like Bill Casey who
contribute so much toward
making sports an integral part
of college life.

c:Iuses today.

&WtcLell
Shdp
A P/eQsQnt Place to

240 Eat Slate Street, CoIoaiaI Greco, Westport
Ed MitcIIeD
Bil} Mitdlell
Opea, am to 6 ....:.Friclaya till 9

PLAYBACK
By WILLIAM D'ALLESANDRO

Poised on the brink of a challenging conclusion to an already
contorted collegiate basketball season, Fairfield supporters and
quasi-followers can look back on the twenty-one game tour and
attempt to filter some sense from the jwnble of statistics and
newspaper copy that litters the way. Depending on the degree of
personal skepticism, the confidence poll on the Stags is appallingly
low.
Favorable publicity, when there was any, came out like a
gloved hand shake. Student attendance at the New Haven Bastille
wilted in the gloomy cold. A weak first third of the season, topped
by a devastating loss to St. Peter's (the third game of the year)'
apparently was enough to bury most pale,. pro-Stag fire that may
have existed on the basketball scene. Despite teeth shivering victories, mind-bending losses, and limelight opponents since then,
PR and fan reaction has been the polite, "yes I'm there," tap on
the knee kind.
It is clear on a wide scale th;t collegiate basketball has
reached the point where to administration, press, and student
body, the only meaningful result is achieved when the last column
of a Varsity Results table reads W-0-N from top to bottom. A
worSe symptom of hoop craze arises when the same parties replace the above three letters with five - M-O-N-E-Y.

There are several examples. Holy Cross, which has an explosive, double-barrelled team and a howitzer cheering section,
got a wierdly distorted, declaiming press arter their game with
UCLA in New York. What is evil about losing to the second best
team in the nation? The reaction on the Worcester campus and
in the community was no less than a call for re-evaluation of the
entire basketball program.
There was a blizzard in Boston after the perfectly competent .
BC Eagles happened to lose a goodly number of games. Coach
Bob Cousy manfully took the blame in the face of howling "supporters" and reporters.
The fickle populace, which only wants you when you win,
is a team's hugest jinx.
Well, then, what about the Stags? Student opinion, outside of
hardcore troubleshooters who rally around the team in varying
shades of misconduct, is lukewarm. While papers in the 'immediate vicinity have written objective nun-aggressive stories, many
making headlines, other media are not su responsive. Policy seems
to be: ignore Stags wins; ignore Stags losses; except when referring to them in disgressing stages of misnomer.
This persecution complex, which began three years ago, has
submerged campus enthusiasm to the point where a 108-72 victorious drubbing can be considered unimpressive. At least It
should be an indication of the brand of ball Fairfield plays, one
which places us well beyond smalltime competition.
Back in December after the Georgetown-Fairfield game, one
of the Hoyas' starting ballplayers sat in a DC cafe and talked
about his team and basketball in general. At the time Georgetown
was on the rise and prospects for a brilliant season were good.
He voluntarily stated his own opinion that Fairfield was generally
considered to be a stronger basketball power than his own team,
than the other teams on that night's card, and had a greater
reputation than some teams in the New York area. Among
players and coaches, the people who face Fairfield on the court
on a yearly and nearly yearly basis, the Stags have arrived.
When the Stags make the scene in the outer circle is going
to be dictated by a variety of factors, not simply a mongoloid
schedule and a win streak the length of the Bonneville Salt Flats.
If the ·student body would back the team, win or lose, some of the
difficulty would be removed. The athletic office would still have
to discover the power of the printed word as well as a friendly
Varsity-student relationship.
Considering the personalities of the team members" supporting the Stags should be the shlgle most pleasurable task available
on the entire 200 campus acres.

VARSITY BASKETBALL
Name
Jones
Kenney
Crenshaw
Gibbons
Hessel
Cirina
Magaletta
Good
McCann
King
Gillen
Dennis
Schonbeck
Hojnowski
Ffld. Tot.
Opp. Tot.

G
18
17
18
17
r
17
. 18
14
11
9
8
4
8
5
1
18
18

EIGHTEEN GAME STATlSTlOS
FG FGA Pct.
FT FTA
Pct.
106
257
39.1
41
64
64.1
37
40.9
41
60
68.3
88
73
180
40.5
32
44
72.7
67
167
40.1
40
62.5
64
32
96
33.3
8
15
53.3
193
38.9
74.6
75
53
71
230
97
42.1
35
49
71.4
2
25.0
8
7
11
63.6
12
16
10
21
47.6
75.0
1
5
20.0
6
7
85.7
2
50.0
1
1
2
50.0
6
16
37.5
5
6
83.3
7
42.8
1
3
1
100.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0.0
1268
40.2
412
510
282
68.4
507
1086
46.2
322 476
69.7

ROO.
170
99
192
41
19

43
94
10
12

6
3
7
10

0
767
854

TPTS
253
115
178
174
72
203
229
11
32
9
3
17
7
0
1302
1336

Av.
14.0
6.9
9.9
10.2
4.2
11.2
16.3
1.0
3.5
1.1
0.75
2.1

1.4
0.0
72.3
74.2
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Stags Topple Frankies, 87-82
BY ROBERT SILLERY

In their finest team perforrn-

Jones Stars as Stags Upend U.B.
By PAUL HUGHES
Fairfield roared back from a six point deficit with eight
straight points in the ,final 1 :35 to edge' upset-minded Bridgeport,
7&-74, before a capacity crowd in U.B.'s Harvey Hubbell gymnasium Saturday night.
JtibUant to the point of hys- with long bombs to close at
70-68 but U. B. seemingly put
teria only mo,ments before, the
highly partisan U. B. crowd the'victory on ice as Brill scored
watched awestruck as the Stags· , on a drive and,Bob Fauser canbattled back from the brink of ned a pair of freebees. to give
disa,ster, upping their record to the Knights a commanding 7468 lead with 1 :35 left.
SO-11 over their state rivals.
The pressing Stags got a
Jones iil Clutch
pair of free throws from Sam
Fairfield's amazing comeback King before Magaletta went to
was climaxed by a spectacular work. The hustling sophomore
tap ill of a missed free throw Popped in a free throw, forced
by 13m Jones, who leaped over Brill out of bounds at the
his inside positioned defender, Bridgeport end of the court and
plucked the rebound and popped was fouled as he scored on a
it in for a 75-74 lead with hook shot to close the gap at
thirty seconds left.'
74-73 with S9.seconds left. IDs
The Knights had plenty of free throw missed but Jones
, time to set up the winning play scored on his brilliant follow up
but an attempt from underneath to put Fairfield out front once
failed as Sol Crenshaw grabbed and for all.
the loose' ball and was fouled
The spine tingling contest
in the ensuing moments.
saw five players foul out of the
Crenshaw sank the insurance contest. Gibbons, Cirina, and
point from the charity line with Kenney joined U.B.'s Baum and
three seconds remaining and a Finn on the bench.
half court heave by Bob Brill
Jones Stars
missed 'at the buzzer
Bill
Jones
made his final apFairfield opened with a quick
pearance
before
the Bridgeport
2-0 lead on a pair of free throws
by Larry Cirina and things look- fans a memorable one. The 6-4
ed bright as U. B. was tagged senior captain spearheaded the
with four personals in the Fairfield attack with 19 points
and 17 rebounds.
minute and a half.
Magaletta added 14, Cirina 13
. But captain Bob Brill and forward Tom Finn went to work and Crenshaw 12, as well as
as the Knights bolted to a 12 rebounds, to help Fairfield
to a 53-47 edge in that depart16~6 lead, scoring their last eight
with' a return from Fairfield. ment·
The upstart Knights got a
Bill Jones ripped in six
whale
of an effort from 6-6 junstraight to bring Fairfield close
at 23-18 and Frank Magaletta ior Gary Baum, who tallied 27
Continued on Pace 10
and Larry Cirina each netted
six as Fairfield recaptured the
lead at 36-35 on Magaletta's
one hander with 13 seconds in
the half.
Brill Sank a free throw and
Finn tapped in his second attempt to give Bridgeport a 3836 intermission advantage.
Tide Turns
The momentum had changed
hands though, and Art Kenney
opened the second half with a
pretty three point play to nudge
Fairfield out in front, 39-38.
U. B· knotted the Stags on
four occasions before scoring
five straight to grab a 52-48
lead with 15 minutes remaining.
Again Jones drilled in a pair
of jumpers to keep Fairfield
close before Magaletta and Jim
Hessel dumped in 15 footers to
knot the contest twice with nine
minutes left.
The stubborn Knights bristled
back with 10 points to Jones'
three and held an ominous 70-64
lead with less than four minutes
left.
Hassel and Jones countered

;=:~E~ri:"E~

an inspired 87-82 victorY. before
ajaimried capacity' crowa ' in
the Fairfield Gym.
Team Wm
It was purely a team vi"Ctory

Art Kenny looks on as U.Bo's Gary Baum and Stag's Sol
Crenshaw hit the floor on the play in which the Knight's star
collected his fifth personal.
'

"as 'all five starters played magnificently and all reached double
figures. Frank Magaletta was
high with 28 and 10 rebounds
while Jones copped 20.
Cirina had 12, while Crenshaw
totaled 11 with a game high of
16 rebounds. A psyched-up Art
Kenney played what was easily
his best game of the year and
got 10 points and 13 caroms,
The Stags shot 46 per cent
from the floor and crushed the
Frankies 56-30 und.~r the boards.
A frenzied second half come·
back by the Frankies gave them
a 69·68 lead with only six min·
utes left. The team then traded
S baskets before a 25 footer by
Cirina, and one-and-ones by
Magaletta and Jones put Fair·
field on top by six. The Frank1etl
were then forced to foul and the
Bisaccamen were flawless on the
charity line to ice the win.
Early Lead
The Stags opened the scoring
on a Crenshaw jumper, moved
out to a 5-1 lead and strekhed
it to 28-22 with 6 minutes to go
in the half. Magaletta, fed w911
by Cirina, constantly isolated
himself in the corner and the
key for jumpers while Sol and
Kenney were devastating off the
boards. The Stags kept up the
pressure and led 43-36 at the
half.
Continued on Page 10

St. Joes Invade Are,na
Still smarting from an 88-68
trouncing handed them last
year by Fairfield, the Hawks of
St. Joseph's invade Stagland
tonight for a contest to be play-

BOX SCORE
FAIRFIELD
F
G
1
Jones
9
Mag. .. ..... 6
2
Crenshaw ... 4
3
5
3
Cirina
2
Gibbons .... 0
Kenney
3
3
0
Hessel ...... 3
King ....... 0
2
13 16
Total

......

......

.....

"0

.0

••

P
19
14
11
13
2
9
6
2
76

BRIDGEPORT
Fauser ....
Baum ......
Finn .......
Brill .......
Barone
Manis ......
Wells
West ....... 2
ToW ....... 28
0

Frank Magaletta, clearing the defensive boards vs. S.C.S.C.,
totaled 25 in the Stags' rout of the hapleas Owls.
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6
4
1
1
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3
7

2
4
2
0
0
0
18

P
3
Z1
10
16
10

2
2
4
.74

ed in the New Haven Arena.
Fresh from a 6S·54 upset over
high-flying Villanova, Coach
Jack McKinney's club is spear·
headed by 5'10" soph guard
Dan Kelly, who boasts an 18.1
average and 6'~" forward MIke
Hauer, who totals 17.5. The
Bawks will be counting heavily
on these two, plus 6'S," senior
Billy DeAngelis, 12.1, 6'S" seni·
or Mike Kempski and 6'8"
transfer student Ed Leonarezyk.
The Hawks" whose record
stands 14-8, will be seeking revenge on the Stag squad which
snapped their 33 game, 10 year
home winning streak in last
year's stunning defeat.
A typically small St. Jee'8
team, the Bawks have been on
on·and·of( ballclub all season
long. Coach McKinney general·
Iy considers this a building year
for his sophomore·laden squad.
On a given night, though, the
Hawks can' beat anyone, as, evi·
denced by the fact that a few
weeks ago they traveled to
Boston and calmly trounced Bob
CoUSy'8 Eagles.

